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IN CLASSIC MAYAN:  

HOW GRAMMAR REVEALS PATTERNS OF THOUGHT

Abstract

Since the grammatical structure of a language embodies and expresses the conceptual organization of the minds that create 

In fact, statistical analysis of Maya hieroglyphic texts shows a heavy bias towards intransitive and intransitivized verb forms 

agent-oriented. Theme-oriented languages focus on the realm of settings, locations and stable situations that can be apprehended 

not the focus of discourse, their gender even less so. This paper analyses how grammar of Classic Mayan reveals certain aspects 

of the worldview of the ancient Maya people, namely its theme orientation and voice system. 

 Classic Mayan, cognitive grammar, theme-orientation, gender of agent

Resumen

-

Palabras clave: maya clásico, gramática cognitiva, theme-orientation, género de agente
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INTRODUCTION

each other, show that human mind is capable of perceiving the very same piece of reality in very 

also concerns language and manifests itself even in grammar. Examples in (1) illustrate how various 

the singularity or plurality of the number of the possessed thing but not the gender of the possessor 

(1a), whereas English possessive adjectives ignore properties of the possessee, focusing on the gender 

pronouns ignore gender and in third person plurality of the agent/possessor (1g), while absolutive 

pronouns (1h) do not specify the gender of the object (of transitives) / subject (of intransitives). Thus, 

different grammatical patterns highlight different aspects of the situation depending on which language 

is used for its description.

(1) (a) su libro / sus libros 

(b)

(c)  (single past action)

(d) (habitual)

(e)  (m) /  (f)  (single)

(f)  (m) /  (f)  (habitual)

(g) u

(h)

DEFAULT CODING STRATEGIES

The prevalent clause structure in a language 

strategy along with a range of alternatives to cater 

main strategies: agent orientation, where the 

agent is understood as the source of energy that 

causes the event to happen, and theme orientation, 

where the theme is understood as another, 

non-active participant of an occurence. The 

Figure 1. 

Nov. 6), p. 11.
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the trajector being the main focus of a clause and the landmark the secondary focus of a clause 

AGENT-ORIENTED LANGUAGES

The agent is the prototypical subject of a clause and by default becomes the trajector with other subject 

2008: 369):

(2) (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Sentence (2a) shows the alignment which is canonical for English with the agent as subject 

and trajector, the patient as object and the instrument expressed by a prepositional phrase. In (2b) 

all. Sentence (2d) presents the alternative alignment, which in English is the passive voice, where the 

Figure 2. 
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-

tures forcefully acting on the world, expending energy to achieve and maintain control of our sur-

 

THEME-ORIENTED LANGUAGES

Austronesian Tagalog) focus primarily on non-agent participants of an occurence, with the basic 

2008: 370-371): 

(3) (a)

(b) MVR:

(c)

(d)

The zero in (3a) exhibits a property or occupies a location, the mover in (3b) undergoes a change 

of location, the patient in (3c) undergoes a change in a property it exhibits, the experiencer in (3d) 

thematic process 

Figure 3. Trajector alignment strategies typical for agent- and theme-oriented languages.
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absolute construal of a thematic process would be a situation where the agent simply causes or induces 

be conceptually incoherent, as sentences such as *He caused or *He brought about are not felicitous. 

focuses on a single-partcipant process where the theme undergoes a certain change of state, without 

mentioning the agent or other source of energy explictly. A typical agentive process focuses on the 

a transfer of energy from the agent to the theme and the theme undergoes a change. An agentive and 

theme-less process, where the agent exerts energy but there is no theme to receive it, is anomalous in 

English.

SINGLE PARTICIPANT PROCESS IN MAYA TEXTS

The statystical analysis of Maya hieroglyphic texts shows that they mostly focus on one-

participant processes. Mora-Marín (2004: 346) analyses the preferred clause structure of the language 

number of arguments, only 6 (3.7%) have 2 lexical arguments, while as many as 102 (63%) have 1, 

and 54 (33.3%) have 0 lexical arguments. This brings Mora-Marin (2004: 360) to the conclusion that 

- 16 stative clauses (no verbal endings, e.g. i k’al sak huun 

- 18 intransitive verbs, among them:

• 15 derived intransitives (siyaj-ø , siyaj-ø-iiy

• 3 root intransitives (huli-ø ‘s/he arrives, uhti-ø , uhti-ø-iy

- 6 transitive verbs, among them:

• 4 intransitivized forms:

 3 mediopassives (tzutzuuy-ø , puluuy-ø

 1 passive (k’ahlaj-ø

• and only 2 active, agent-focused forms (utzakaw-ø , utzutzuw?-ø ‘s/he 

Figure 4.

energy transfer, the single arrow denotes a change of state.
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Similarly, the analysis of occurences of a selected verb tzutz 

occurences of the verb, 11 are passives (example 4a), 7 are mediopassives with one case mentioning 

general shape and contextual analysis point to active voice. If it is active voice indeed, then it reads 

a period ending that was celebrated, whereas 

(Stuart and Houston 1994: 31), which renders a  conceptual metonymy 

(compare White House Celebrates Big Block Cheese Day).

(4) a.

tzuhtzaj  ho’lajuun winikhaab

b.   +person)

tzutzuuy u buluch winikhaab (ukabiiy +person)

1

c.

utzu[tz]uw balun pih toktan

participant processes and not on agent-patient interaction typical of transitive clauses. 

PROMINENCE

 

He broke it  He walked), 

in a non-agentive intransitive clause the theme is the only participant (  It broke

how these roles are realized gramatically depending on the default coding strategy. 

In agent-oriented languages the agent is typically the trajector and the clause focuses on the agent 

Table 1 below summarizes basic differences in terms of grammatical behaviour between the two 

strategies, and the discussion of the characteristics of Classic Maya follows.
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Table 1. Comparison of main grammatical characteristics of agent- and theme-oriented languages

Agent-oriented languages Theme-oriented languages

 
with object standing out

 
with agent standing out

Two basic cases traditionally referred to as nominative  
and accusative

Two basic cases traditionally referred  
to as ergative and absolutive

Classic Maya has two sets of personal pronouns with different grammatical functions (see Table 2) 

and used with transitive verbs to refer to the agent (5a) and with nouns to refer to the possessor of the 

object (5c), with intransitives to refer to the subject (5d) and with nouns to refer to the subject of an 

Table 2. The pronominal system of Classic Maya

Sg Pl Sg Pl

ni(w)

a(w)

ka(w)-

i(w)-

-e’n

-et

-o’n

-ox

-o’b

Figure 5.

the single arrow denotes a change of state.
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(5) a. ni I

1SE-TV-3SA

u s/he/it/they

3E-TV-3SA

b. ni my

1SE-N

u her/his/its/their

3E-N

c. ‘s/he/they wound(s) 

3E-TV-1SA

ø  ‘s/he/they wounds 

3E-TV-3SA

d. hul- ‘I

IV-1SA

hul-i-   ‘she/he/it

IV-THEM-3SA

e. ajaw- ‘I

N-1SA

ajaw-ø  ‘she/he/it

N-3SA

Interesting phenomena appear in 3rd person and particularly in 3rd rd 

are of secondary importance. Secondly, 3rd person ergative pronoun has the same form not only for all 

genders but also for singular and plural, so not only the gender but also the grammatical number of 

-

the source of energy which causes the occurence to happen, is the default alignment, and passive, 

de-focusing the agent and focusing on the theme, is the alternative. In theme-oriented languages, the 

default alignment has no standard name (because it encompasses many different cases) and antipas-

 

2008: 383).

discussion of intransitive verbs: root and derived intransitives, positionals, inchoatives, affectives, 

statistics regarding their occurences in discourse cited above suggest that the Maya verbal system has 

a considerably different focus than the languages we are using now to describe it. Thus, attempts to 

Figure 6.
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force a language so fundamentally different into grammatical paradigms developed to describe ancient 

for example, the diagnostic features for active voice in Maya include the ergative pronoun (in glyphic 
rd person ) and wa syllabogram which spells the Vw ending 

wi 

which should be spelled with wi (example d) occassionally is spelled with wa (example c). This, of 

course, can be attributed to a scribal error, which is always possible, but it can also show that the 

boundaries of the grammatical categories of active and antipassive are rather fuzzy in Classic Mayan 

wa or wi syllabogram in the 

with the root vowel, so regardless of the syllable chosen to spell out the ending  renders 

the same pronunciation k’alaw  renders tzutzuw

presence or absence of an ergative pronoun and object which indicate whether it is active or antipassive. 

laj and waan

Intransitive and intransitivized forms as well as statives (that is theme-focused forms) clearly are 

the default alignment in Classic Mayan with the theme in focus and the agent absent or expressed 

periphrastically by means of one of relational expressions, such as ukabjiiy

yehte’

The theme-focused forms include statives (example 6a) and root intransitives (6b) which are 

ja, la-ja, na-ja, yi, wa-ni and 

ni rd person singular (prevailing 

in the available corpus) is a zero morpheme and does not show in the surface structure. Among agent-

Figure 7.
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(6) a. stat. awinake’n    ajaw

2SE-man-1SA    ruler-3SA

b. root int. huli tan  ? aj bolon haabtal 

 

Aj Bolon Haabtal arrives in Seibal

c. der. int.

gift-DER-3SA   S

d. posit.

e. inch. ch’okoj

heir-INCH-3SA

s/he becomes the/an heir

f. affect. balaj

hammering

g. change k’a’aay u sak ? ik’il Ix Pakal  

  

h. pass. tzuhtzaj u jo’ haab ti ajawlel

tzu<h->tz-<-aj>                   u-5-haab                 ti-ajaw-lel

i. mediop. tzutzuy u chanlajuun winikhaab

14th

j. antip. k’alaw

s/he binds

act.

l. causat. upatbu

3E-form-CAUS-3SA
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CONCLUSIONS

Classic Mayan is a theme-oriented language. The diagnostic features for a theme-oriented 

language include: 

1. 

2. prevalence of one-argument clauses,

3. prevalence of theme-focused forms (intransitive, passive, mediopassive, stative),

4. agent absent or expressed periphrastically, 

one-argument and theme-focused, while agent is typically absent or expressed periphrastically with 

2-argument transitive clauses comprising a fraction of the investigated corpus. 

the division into the default, theme-focused and alternative, agent-focused forms. Stative clauses and 

a group of verbal forms derived from other parts of speech: nouns, adjectives and other verbs, including 

transitives, in writing indicated by a family of spellings comprising syllabograms ja, la-ja, na-ja, 

yi, wa-ni and ni

employ both the ergative pronouns (for the agent) and absolutive ones (for the object), while the 

wa 

and wi bu. 

Statistically, the theme-focused forms are prevalent in Classic Maya text, while agent-focused forms 

Figure 8. Suggested verbal ecosystem of Classic Maya.
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different nuances of agentivity. This worldview so different from our own is just another challenge we 

encounter when trying to understand and translate Maya hieroglyphic texts.  
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